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A whole week later, a night out through my additional
club friends, the Ruffle Plugin IT guys in San Francisco /
California, USA
What happened the same night a week after the amazing world wanted scanner software
for creating Division 1 after Fabrik2 worldwide sales Rufflestore.com marketing opening.
Factory 1 (previously before Factory 2) is internationalized by this discovery. And a week
later also the circle of friends, in addition to the Swiss championships, there will be a whole
club of young teams in the club from September 12th, 2022, I would like to mention the one
in San Francisco in particular. I immediately provided the nightly visit to my affiliated IT staff
with exactly three links in the Intranet by Lützenberger (see GitHub below left), and three
logins into the clubs, where I successfully completed a first chat. But which big association
did I really get to know?! Here I tell about my additional IT friends around the world. I have
long told our retired international

father Erich Lützenberger, who was active at the time, said that the Ruffle plugin was a worldwide
network of young Microsoft-like or supported students or graduates.

Here in San Francisco I felt good all night. You sometimes work there, like with me, or there
with so many IT people over night. My browser edge and browser firefox and chrome issue
that surfaced was answered immediately within the club chat.

«You can go to bed right away - a new element slipped
into a plugin update at Ruffle in such a way that there
will be a correction in a different place the next day»
So within a few hours, San Francisco's team can correct a plugin error in the browsers.
The journey through the rooms there was very instructive for me. Many young women and men
bustle about as developers of a new generation. With regard to my www.rufflestore.com, I see a
world revolution generation in terms of secure IT support for website technology, which carried a
heavy backpack of fate with it. Now they all seem to me to be astronauts. and thats the way it is.
This network of young astro developers and app researchers immediately spurred me on overnight. I
have two terminals at my place of residence in Langenthal. I'm thinking of so many young people,
male or female, who, like me at 54, still feel very comfortable in this up-and-coming club network
around the world.
I never believed that in a club with so many young people, I would get browser help from buddies
like this right in the middle of things, who are immediately there in the IT area in the background
where you never see them, around you IT service around the world.
The Ruffle plugin is a global revolution. I play an important role in this worldwide. Because with me,
e-commerce of the safest kind will first become known. The whole old time, namely before this
generational prosperity of something technically completely new, for years I always felt that the
somewhat older system from well-known and reputable providers such as mine, for example via
A4Web.de, was always the safest. I always told about the Securebrowser.exe of the Post-BillPayment-App, where you pay monthly bills. After all, I also knew the Postfinance director of the efinance department, Mr. Schenker, personally for many years through several meetings in the
Postfinance high-rise building in Bern.

What I am experiencing here in San Francisco is the confirmation that I have probably
become the safest IT person with e-commerce in the safest IT-supported protected area for
server-side kernels (Preprocessor®.ch) in a huge upcoming area of ??the plugin. I see that
area in the ability to do ruffle plugin displays in the preprocessor area that you couldn't do
before. I'm talking about a Coreldraw or Illustrator tool for the dynamic graphics part of my
graphics industry when I talk about kernel ruffle plugin science. It was therefore no longer
possible to develop holograms that could display three dimensions without a ruffle plugin,
there the science of the graphics industry was limited. The entire 3D area is again available in
a pointed hologram target in every browser and is looked after and maintained, repaired
and serviced 24 hours a day by these IT teams in the generational dispute about IT work. The
world is fed up with the old IT. With me, the new generation with new ideas will soon be
entering the areas of the big partners Microsoft and others such as Apple or Adobe via
startups, if they then also had time with developments in the apps area, there is enough
work for those in space , which the corporations have to develop, there is nothing wrong
with small development teams who want to support other app developers worldwide on the
new Ruffle platform, have created a marketplace. There my www.rufflestore.com comes
into the world recently, this promotes the old mentality, "however young boys in
Switzerland stadium and young girls are the next generation everywhere - all will win and I'm

the winner". Nothing is worse than not getting on this train professionally, but only causing
high wage costs for companies.

